
Mrs. Rippy’s List of Things to Do this Summer   (4th grade) 

1. Required Reading – The Lemonade War 

2. Take a walk at Radnor Lake 

3. Practice the multiplication facts!! 

4. Choose a chore that you will do all summer without your parents having to 

remind you 

5. Lay on a blanket outside and read a book 

6. Make ice cream in a bag 

7. Read a devotion each day 

8. Walk around the square of a small town  

9. Read a chapter book as a family 

10. Paint rocks with inspirational messages and leave them for someone to find 

11. On a clear night take a blanket into your backyard, lay down, and look at the 

stars 

12. Take your picture at one of the murals around Nashville and email it to Mrs. 

Rippy ( lrippy@stedward.org ) 

13. Say your prayers every night 

14. Explore a state park 

15. Organize a scavenger hunt  

     (www.redtri.com/scavenger-hunt-printables/slide/1) 

16. Pick a book from a new genre. Read at least 20 pages to see if you like the 

book. If you don’t, stop reading and re-read an old favorite 

17. Play board games when it rains 

18. Pick a “Summer 2021” song and play it until everyone can sing it 

19. Stay up late and play flashlight tag 

20. Learn how to do origami 
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21. Make a time capsule. Include everyone in your family. Put it away until you are 

a senior in high school 

22. Have a paper airplane contest. Experiment with different designs.  

23. Learn a new card game 

29. STEM Bingo board 

30. Play charades 

31. Find a free concert near you. Take a blanket and enjoy the music 

32. Write a letter to someone you haven’t seen in a while. Mail it! 

33. Complete a 300 (or larger) piece puzzle 

34. Email Mrs. Rippy a picture of you doing what you love to do at home 

35. Join the summer reading program at the Nashville Public Library 

36. Keep a summer sketch journal 

37. Play outside in the rain 

38. Bake cookies from scratch. Double the recipe and share with a neighbor.  

39. Practice making shadow puppets.  

40. Take a walk around Ellington Agricultural Center 

41. Make a homemade pizza.  

42. Have a family movie night. Let your parents pick a movie that they loved as a 

child 

43. Play games in the backyard (badminton, HORSE, freeze tag, capture the flag, 

cornhole, wiffle ball, ultimate frisbee) 

44. Do a random act of kindness 

45. Eat outside 

46. Check out the full moon on June 24 and July 23 

47. Have a NO TECHNOLOGY day 



48. Read a book and email Mrs. Rippy a picture of you with a thumbs up if you 

liked the book 

49. If you go on a road trip, get a “real” paper map and plot the route 

50. Learn a magic trick 

51. Have a family bike ride 

52. Create an obstacle course for your family 

53. Go to a farmer’s market 

 

 

 

 

 


